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Movable Ink's Corporate Tasting event was held on Thursday, September 17th, 2020 over Zoom.

The Mission of Movable Ink: Unique Visual Experiences Anywhere
Pioneers of the technology behind contextual email marketing, Movable Ink's team is dedicated to
providing beautiful, compelling visual experiences for brands, allowing them to effectively communicate
with their consumers in an authentic way. Their goal is to help digital marketing leaders create visual
experiences that move people.

“We use these events to connect with senior marketing leaders at some of the
worlds biggest brands, with a purpose of bringing them all together, encouraging
them to share ideas, and leaving them with an experience that they get to
participate in with each other and with Movable Ink."
Focused on guiding the conversation between brands and Movable Ink, Senior Manager of Experiential Marketing
Arielle Hornedo chose to partner with Five Senses Tastings to collaborate on an event that would allow senior
marketing leaders to come together and take part in a unique, memorable experience.
“This year, since everybody was working from many different places, we wanted to find a way to get people to
collaborate and to still have one-on-one time that they would normally have. We wanted to encourage networking
and better communication. The purpose of bringing in [Five Senses Tastings] was to do something premium and
different, and to have us stand out.”

Connected. Inspired. Empowered.
When Five Senses Tastings Founder, Kala Maxym, first interviewed Ms.
Hornedo about how she wanted her guests to feel, three words stuck out
immediately:
Connected. Inspired. Empowered.
Working together with Hornedo, Maxym compiled research on Movable
Ink's ethos and desired outcome for the event, making sure to refine the
wine, chocolate, and musical selections to evoke these emotions.
As Hornedo was researching possible vendors with whom to partner, she
ultimately chose Maxym because, though they had done wine and
chocolate tastings in the past, this was the first time she had come across
a tasting that paired these elements with music for a full-sensory
experience that would weave a thread between connectivity, inspiration,
and empowerment.

"She was the full event experience. I didn't have to source a chocolate vendor, or a wine
vendor, or anything separately. [Maxym] also has connections to such amazing musicians—
that was really special. She was able to tie everything together into a seamless experience."

The Language That Moves People
Following a group discussion held by Movable Ink with senior marketing leaders, Maxym joined forces with Amy Luftig
Wiste, Owner of Angeleno Wine Co. who joined the Zoom call to collaborate in hosting a virtual, full-sensory tasting.
Maxym chose to pair chocolates from Xocolatl Small Batch Chocolate, a chocolate company based in Atlanta.

Kala Maxym,
Founder, Five Senses Tastings

Tiffany Dissette
Singer

Rebecca Schlappich-Charles
Violinist

"I was still able to get chills from the songs that they were playing, even
though it was through a screen," Hornedo added.

Final Thoughts
"What I really liked about Kala's events were that it felt like it
tied in all your five senses more than your standard tasting—
you were also listening to live music, and it was a curated
experience... [Maxym] even wore our company colors, and you
could tell that she really wanted to get the message across and
be an extension of our team. We've had vendors try this before,
and sometimes they just don't get it— but [Maxym] really
understood, and made it a tailored, seamless experience."
Following the success of the event held in September, Hornedo
reached out to Maxym to collaborate on another event in
February of 2021.
“It was a unique experience, and it was something that I wanted
other people to get to experience. People loved it, and I would
love to get more of our clients to see what this is like."
I know if I'm working with [Maxym] that she'll just take it and
run with it. She already understood our business, she did her
research, she knows what our goals are, and she'll be able to do
it again without much guidance from me, which is what
makes working with her so easy.”
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